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Tyler holds a gem where you
can get all the great tastes of the
season along with great sea food.
Clear Springs Restaurant is the
perfect place to enjoy a good meal
and friends.
I visited with my family, expecting a great time of laughter and
memory making. When we arrived
my eyes were darting all around the room. All along the walls were things you would find at a port
while heading to a fishing trip. The restaurant soon filled with families and groups of friends, probably taking a break from shopping down Broadway. It gave off a relaxed and fun-filled atmosphere.
The employees were very welcoming and diligent in taking our orders. My family and I began to
tell of our adventures, with the waiter attending to our drink refills. Sweet tea is of course a staple
in East Texas, but it is irregular to find tea as good as here.
I ordered the pan-seared tilapia, which constantly burst with flavor. The tilapia was cooked perfectly. The sauce harmonized with the fish, and made a complement to the rest of the plate. I usually
don’t touch the vegetables, but the green beans and garlic-mashed potatoes were too appealing
to ignore. They were seasoned so that every bite had lots of flavor, not just on top of the plate.
Clear Springs offers a variety of options to serve your taste buds. There are Texas favorites, like
good ol’ chicken fried steak, or Cajun flavors to spice things up. Their sandwich options range from
a classic burger to a Louisiana spiced po’boy. The lunch special gives you plenty of choices without
skimping on the size so you’ll still leave pleasantly full.
There’s also fried seafood or you can go for the healthier side of the menu. Grilled fish of any kind is
a favorite of mine, and the salads are filled with more than just “rabbit food.”
It was great reminiscing with my family, especially with a great lunch at Clear Springs. The people
there were nice and it’s rare to get such a varied and tasteful menu. Clear Springs Restaurant is
definitely a place to explore new tastes and revisit old ones.

